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Finishes Shade  Cable
 Natural birch Black or Red

Material Form pressed birch
Sizes Height ~25–35 cm
 Diameter Ø 50 cm
 Weight 2,5 kg
 Package 16 × 53 × 52 cm, 4,0 kg

Light source A built-in LED, 11 W, 2700 K, min. 650 lm, dimmable (built-in step dimming)

Cable 200 cm (extra lenghts max 500 cm by special order),  
black or red textile cable, connector, separate ceiling plug + ceiling cup

IP Rating IP20

Maintenance Wipe dust regularly. To remove fresh stains wipe with a slightly moist cloth.
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Round ceiling cup of Atto and Aspiro

Height 8,1 cm / 8,9 cm (with ring)
Outer upper Ø 11,2 cm / 11,7 cm (with ring)
Inner upper Ø 11,7 cm / 12,0 cm (with ring)
Weight 58 g / 74 g (with ring)
Colour  White or black matt soft lacquer depending on the colour of the pendant

Information The round ceiling cup includes an additional ring, which enables leading the cable along the ceiling into 
the ceiling cup. The additional ring can also be used to cover a larger ceiling socket. 

 Any extra lenght of the cable can be swirled into the ceiling cup when altering the hanging height of the 
pendant.

 The round ceiling cup is a part of the cable set which includes also the lamp base, a textile cable, a 
suspension screw and a ceiling plug or terminal block.

 The round ceiling cup is used with the models Atto 5000 and Aspiro 8000.

	 Please	check	the	separate	ceiling	cup	instruction	leaflet	for	more	details	and	installation	instructions.



Please notice that humidity can 
change the spiral’s tightness.

The balance of the spiral can 
be altered by moving the metal 

weight on the ring.

The lamp can be dimmed 
(to 70%, 30% and 15%) 

by clicking the wall switch.

The cable and the built-in LEDs 
can only be replaced by the 

manufacturer or an authorized 
service agent.
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Aspiro 8000
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This luminaire 
contains built-in  
LED lamps.

The lamps cannot be changed  
in the luminaire.

Secto Design Oy: Aspiro 8000
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